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Introduction
Exposure to cosmic radiation increases rapidly with the altitude. At the flight levels of

commercial aircraft it is of the order of several jxSv per hour. The most of aircrew are exposed
regularly to the effective dose exceeding 1 mSv per year, the limit of exposure of non-
professionals defined in ICRP 60 recommendation [1]. That is why this problem has been
intensively studied from many aspects since the beginning of 90's [2]. This contribution
summarises new developments in the field during last two years. First, new international
activities are presented, further, new achievement obtained mainly in the author's laboratory are
presented and discussed.

International activities
European Council Directive 96/29/EURATOM implemented ICRP 60 to basic safety

standards for the protection of the health of workers and the general public against the dangers
arising from ionising radiation. It was issued at the 13lh May 1996 and followed by
recommendations concerning significant increase in exposure due to natural radiation sources,
cosmic radiation on aircraft board included [3,4]. It was supposed that the member states realise
all necessary to comply with the Directive before 13 May 2000. Actually, it is not a general
case. It was found that some additional studies and administrative measures are necessary before
full implementation. When only technical aspects of the topic are taken into account, two main
activities are now in course.

A new research project was accepted, DOSMAX [5]. The main objective of the project is
to extend the measurements and the estimation of the aircrew exposure during the period of
solar maximum which occurs between 2000-2003 and to compare the results obtained with
these obtained between 1992-1999, i.e. during low solar activity. The project is co-ordinated by
prof. Denis O'Sullivan (Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies), there are 14 participants in,
among them also the author's institution. The main objectives of the project are:
• Calibration and detector's characterisation in high energy radiation fields;
• In-flight measurements with passive detectors and their sets;
• In-flight measurements with active devices;
• Simulation and calculation of doses due to galactic cosmic radiation and solar particles;
• Improvement in the dose assessment; and
• Dissemination of information in view to update previous document [2].

Particular attention would be devoted to cover as large periods of measurements as possible
with the goal to try to perform onboard measurements during an intense solar eruption. It is
known, that their probability increases at the end of solar maximum period.

The creation of new working group of EURADOS on aircrew exposure was initiated in
spring 2000. Its main task would be, in view of the Article 31 of the EURATOM Treaty, to
harmonise the procedure used to perform individual dosimetry of aircrew in the EC member
states. The first meeting of the group was held at Braunschweig, January 2001. It was decided to
create four working subgroups. Their main goals will be to collect both integral and differential
experimental data accumulated since 1991and perform a critical analysis of them; and to use
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these data to compare available codes for the transport of galactic cosmic radiation through the
Earth's atmosphere (CARI, EPCARD, PC-AIRE, and FREE/LUIN).

The data are now collected, some part of integral data was already confronted with the
results of calculation by means of the code EPCARD, developed under the support of DGXI of
the EC. The author of this contribution participates in the subgroup, which collect the
differential experimental data. He also submitted the integral dose data on 86 flights performed
between 1991and 1999. These data were also treated by both EPCARD and CARI6 codes. It
was found that:
• the average ratio of our measured integral values of H*(10) and the values E calculated by

CARKis 1.12+0.20;
• the average ratio of H*(IO) values calculated by CARI6 and EPCARD is 0.88+0.11; and
• the average ratio of E values calculated by CARI6 and the H*(10) values calculated by

EPCARD is 1.04+0.12.
The agreement of all these sets of data can be from the point of view of requirements
concerning the precision of individual dosimetry data [6] taken as very satisfactory.

Review of last results obtained in the author's laboratory
Individual dosimetry of Czech air companies aircrew

All activities realised in the author's laboratory since 1991 have been recently described
in review article [7]. As far as the individual aircrew dosimetry is concerned, ICRP 60
recommendations were incorporated to the Czech regulation already at 1997. Since the end of
that year, a preliminary analysis of the exposure of Czech air company's aircrew members was
started with the goal to develop an ,,optimal" procedure of aircrew exposure level estimation.
The analysis was based on the CARI code [2]. The main principle of the modelisation, agreed
with air companies, were the choice of an optimum flight altitude for each aircraft, and that of a
constant times of taking off and landing. The procedure was further developed, the code CARI
has been regularly changed to later versions (now 6), which calculate already the exposure level
in the effective dose E, the quantity used for the limitation. It was finally proposed to the Czech
authorities to be used for companies concerned. It has been accepted and used since 1998.
Figure 1 shows E-rate distributions in the case of CSA company and 1998 year, figure 2 the
aircrew effective dose distributions for all air companies concerned for the years 1998-2000.
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Fig.l: E-rate distributions of CSA aircrew in 1998 Fig.2: Annual E distributions of aircrew
of Czech companies

Following main characteristics can be deduced from these figures:
• E-rate distribution is large, one can not envisage to obtain correct estimation of the exposure

from simple flight time;
• annual average E - value for all companies were in the period 1998-2000 a little lower than

2 mSv, higher than for many other groups of occupationally exposed persons [8];
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• for two companies flying only short haul routes in the Europe and to its holiday's region
there is a one rather narrow maximum, while the distribution for the third one, flying also
long haul flights to the North America and the Far Orient is more large and characterised by
two maxims; the second one corresponding to North-Atlantic flights.

Results of recent experimental studies
First experimental studies of the aircrew exposure were in Czech Republic realised in

1991-1995 years. Another large series was realised during 1999 year, in collaboration with CSA
company [8]. For each flight, all necessary parameters have been received and the exposure for
a flight has been also calculated by means of CARI code. The results of calculation were
compared with the measured data, obtained by means of all available instruments and methods
calibrated in CERN high-energy reference field (concrete shielding) [2]. The tendencies
expected were confirmed by our experimental results (see Table 1), i.e. the relative importance
of both component of radiation field at northern parts is close to be the same, the importance of
high LET component diminishes when going to the south. The experimental values of H*(30)
were a little higher, in average by (9±6) %, than theoretical E-values.

Table 1: Relative contributions of low and high LET components to the total dose equivalent.

Destination from Prague

Northern America
Northern Europe
Southern Europe

Abu Dhabi
Abu Dhabi - Bangkok

Ratio of values high to low LET
component

1.15 "
1.09
0.86
0.514
0.439

Contribution of high LET
component to the total

0.535 !)

0.521
0.462
0.338
0.291

i} Uncertainty of values is estimated to about ± 15 % ( la)

At the spring of 2000 we have acquired a new measuring instrument, MDU-LIULIN, an
energy deposition spectrometer base on a Si-detector. It is in more details described in another
contribution to this conference [9], the results of calibration in CERN high-energy reference
fields included. We have used three modules available for onboard measurements during more
than 10 individual flights. The directly experimentally measured data, i.e. event rate and the
dose in Si were transformed on the base of CERN calibration to the H*(10) of reference CERN
values [10]. They were compared with the values of E calculated by means of the CARI code.
Some of results obtained are presented in Figures 3 and 4.
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Fig.3: Flight profiles - flight New York -Prague Fig.4: Flight profiles - flight Sofia -Prague

One can see there that the agreement of calculated data and the results of measurements
transformed on the base of CERN calibration is satisfactory. The differences in integral values
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do not exceed about 15 %. Differential data vary more when the acquisition time (AT) is short.
One can see on the figures, that these variations are more important for the flight from Sofia to
Prague (AT 5 min) than for the flight from New York to Prague (AT 10 min). One can see also
in the figures that these variations are due to statistical reasons (much less of impulsions) much
higher for higher energy depositions, i.e. for high LET component of the radiation field.

One of the modules MDU-LIULIN permits to be powered with Li-batteries giving him
the autonomy about 1400 hours. The module can be now placed, thanks to the understanding of
CSA, onboard of one of A310-300 aircraft for long term exposure. The first such exposure was
realised between 22nd March and 7th May 2001, the aircraft was flying very intensely (about 660
hours on the altitude). The experiment was very successful, just during the flight from Prague to
New York on the 15th April, an important solar flare occurred (ground level event-GLE 60). The
results of our measurements together with CARI calculations (corresponding only to the
galactic component of cosmic radiation) and flight altitude are presented in the Figure 5. One
can see there that the excess above galactic component level is about 80 % for the event rate,
more than twice for dose values. It means also, that the spectrum of events in Si is different for
galactic and solar components. The results are now analysed, two other long-term exposures
have been already, realised before the autumn 2001.

PRG-JFK 15/04/01 GLE 60 influence
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Fig.5: Dose and flight profiles during the flight at the time of intense solar flare
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